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Abstract: Sinister and very danger effects abuse of drug and destructive addiction to drug involved 
most of countries in the world. To rescue humane societies and prevention social,economical thetas 
and also rescue of terror and anxiety that created whit this factor,we must try to find away to   resolve 
this problem. Criminal Justices system in one country in order to fight with addition and prevention of 
this event. Should be based on criminal statistics that exist in that country. Because of no precise 
satisfactory and sure criminal policy can not created without criminal statistics. There fore in this 
article we are going to consider different aspects of addition and analysis criminal statistics of 
criminality in addiction because criminal statistics is one of the equipment that apply in criminology 
science to created a expansive and accurate perspective in special time and place. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
 Today, fix is an important reason for decline of families hype is an international guile. Appearance of fix 
and use of it has an old history. Since 7000 years ago, Species was aware of a strong fix in poppy. In the 
Sumerian mud monument that they are belong to 5000 years B.C, there is the name of opium. In ancient Iran,  In 
avesta there is plant that called HOM, and this plant be cultivated in the south of Iran and was allegro, but, In the 
old time, Iranians weren’t accustomed. (Danesh-Taj zaman, who is consist ? What is criminology ? Keyhan 
publication, ninth edition, 1381, page 216). English mans for extension of their domineer have an important role 
in development of smoking in other countries. (Karim poor, sadegh, addiction psychology, Tehran, 1365, page 
44).  
 In the seventeen century, commercial ships of  English had brought this harmful commodity from faraway 
East to the Asian countries and gifted to some of countries`s courts and customize most of them and because of 
gradual increasing of accustomed and shortage of opium, poppy cultivation began in Asia, for example Iran and 
Afghanestan.  
 Category of addict infuses multiple subjects of medical, psychology, sociology, criminology and …, and 
people concern about it. Here, discussions are about criminal statistics and offer solution for it.  
 Crime was an essential part of primary societies and it usually is continual participant of past, present and 
future. Among different hocus focuses that people concern about it, crimes are also important and complex, and 
as for societies are developing, crimes also are developing and egress from primary and simple shape and 
transmit to the organized from, such as computerized crimes and fix swindler and money washing and innards 
swindler. These crimes are specific character of present. EMIL Dr Kehaym believes that there is any unnatural 
phenomenon in the society, rather these phenomenon’s indicate society،s health and are normal, and crime 
fundamentally is necessary for society.  
 If commitment`s levels of one or several crimes increase warning of those crimes will tong in the society 
and society will be in danger. With look at the crime static's that based on law courts, several matters will be 
lionize:  
1. According to the statistic, many of the jailor are fix contrabandists that in different way they be nabbed. (Noor 
Baha – Reza, bachground of criminology, third edition, Tehran, ganje Danesh library, page 20, 1383. 
 Of officer`s equipment for detection of crimes and cryptanalysis of convict or his family, despite severe 
laws we will a growth in crimes.  
 Also, with look at statistics of crimes in decade 1990 and after that, we see a growth in crime of fix. none 
the less, levels of crime of fix that has maximum frequency among other crimes is dangerous.  
2. International organized crimes that they are issue of Palermo convention, are basic hocus focuses that in 21 
century international society encounter them. Activity of organized criminal groups includes fix swindler, theft 
and swindler of monuments, swindler of shooting irons, swindler of human especially women and children for 
whoredom, trade and swindler of innards, money washing, and generally any forbidden activity that is 
profitable. If according to inner rights, crime has punishment more than four years prison and organizes criminal 
groups committed that, will be included in this convention. 
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3. Annual, turnover and international profit of fix, exceed 1/5 trillion dollar that profit of illegal trade is further 
than oil export and after arm export has second position in the world.  
 Because of high profit of fix swindler and in term of going way of one hundred years at one do their illegal 
acts with impose in different governmental parts, and If they were un successful, they will use violence and 
depredate officers and create unsafely in society, for example testimony of bold officers and jealous margraves 
that they devote their life for champion with this grim trade.  
 
Deduction and Offer Some Solution: 
 At the end, we offer some solution for prevention and decline this dirty trade and decline statistics of crime: 
A) First and most important solution for this crime that targets younger’s of my country is training through 
governmental parts, training and culture organization and voice and visage organization and … with centrality 
of family training for informing them about crimes of fix.  
B) Criminal statistic shows that in any humane society and any time interval, what crimes happen and series of 
these crimes indicate that society`s gesture in that time interval. so, politic of judicial system should be based on 
prevention and champion with crimes of fix and criminal  statistic of country should be determined according 
with it.  
C) Mobilizing/organization of crime detection with new criminology findings and also updating scientific of 
country for crimes detection of fix, for example usage of dogs that they have ability for detection. Of fix in the 
paths of those transportation and …  
D) Intentional cooperation in the frame of Interpol and exploration  
Intentional mafia groups of fix and crimes that are connected to it.  
E) Again socialize and amendment of jailor and accustomed and help  to them for renewed refer to the society 
and also job creation and champion with unemployment.  
 So, father of criminology science In Iran, Dr Mehdi keyniya, said: ((I invocate firm all patients, 
humanitarians, open minded, educators, father, mothers, teachers, nurses, psychologists, soldiers, doctors, 
professors, governmental and personal organizations for country, for pride, for economy and advance and 
ascendancy and for human ores and for humans salvation, they don’t wink against fix swindler. We should try 
manfully and devotional for salvation of accustomed. ))(D. Mehdi keynai, criminology doctrine, volume 2, 
criminal sociology. publication of  Tehran university, sixth edition, 1382, page 1112). 
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